
North of England Pyrenean Mountain Dog Club 

2010-04-05 Open show: 

 

I was delighted to be asked to judge this open show and was pleased the entry in terms of numbers 

and quality particularly as there had been a Club Championship Show the previous day at the other 

end of the country. The Club is well run and the exhibitors are a sporting bunch free with their 

applause for all winners. In general I was pleased with my winners though a always compromises 

had to be made. I found too many rather narrow in front where the standard clearly asks for an 

adequate width of stance. Movement on the whole was excellent.  

 

VD . (1). 1. Carlin's, Fieldsides Bright Skye of Rosemere. Powerfully built 7 year old with a good head 

and eye. Excellent pigmentation. Has good shoulders but was a little narrow in front on the stand. 

That said he gave a good performance on the move. BV.  

 

MPD . (1). 1. Pollard's, Gillandant Rockafella. What a promising baby. Has a beautiful head 

developing, lovely dark eye and correct ear providing for intelligent expression. Well laid shoulder 

and good bone with excellent feet. Body developing along correct lines with good ribbing and 

topline. Just enough angulation behind. A little unsettled on the move but only a baby. BPIS. PD . (2). 

1. Pollard's, Gillandant Rockafella. 2. Flounder's, Lakamoni Arrow. Scores for size and overall balance. 

Head in balanced without any sign of coarseness and he has excellent ear carriage. Has good 

shoulders but not quite the front assembly of the winner. Moved out with style both ways.  

 

JD . (3). 1. Baverstock's, Kalkasi in High Spirit. Very smart youngster with good overall balance and 

the most settled in terms of movement here. Excellent overall head quality, good curve to skull and 

enough filling, strong muzzle. Good mouth and pigment. Well laid shoulder and enough bone. 

Correct topline and tail set. Powerful yet steady mover. 2. Terry and Denyer's, Kricano Kostalot at 

Donsarelle. Size bigger than winner and not as settled on the move. Good overall body properties. 

Has good length to back with correct curve to lower body. Enough angulation behind. Moved well 

going away just a little unsettled in front. 3. Flounders and Smith's, Brulola Spirit in the Sky.  

 

MD (2) 1 Pollard's, Gillandant Rockafella. 2 Meakin's Jazanah Jaunty. Has good head properties in 

terms of balance, but felt he was a little plain in expression. Excellent neck and shoulder with good 

bone and feet. A shade more width in front would be preferable. Good mover both ways.  

 



MD (1) 1 Meakin's Jazanah Jaunty.  

 

PGD (9) 1 Bayliss' Shiresoak Wizards Legend. Very well made dog right through, needs to be handled 

to be appreciated. Has such good balance, very good headpiece and excellent pigmentation. Scores 

for bone and feet with excellent angulation at both ends. Firm and well made body with good ribs 

and depth, correct topline and tailset. Moved out strongly. To be critical would like a darker eye, but 

overall good value and pleased to award him Res Best Dog and Res BIS. 2 Sang's Penellcy Shining 

Knight at Mizeka. In many ways very similar to the winner in terms of balance and movement. Scores 

in head properties and expression, well placed ears used to advantage. He moved well but was 

inclined to lose his topline a little. 3 Baverstock's Kalkasi in High Spirit.  

 

LD (4) 1 Bayliss' Shiresoak Wizards Legend. 2 Maggs' Gillandant Kathy's Clown of Dewyche. Taller dog 

yet with the required substance. Liked his overall head properties and expression and he has good 

pigmentation. Not quite the front assembly of the winner and felt he was a little long in loin. Steady 

on the move both ways. 3 Smith's Briannor Ancient Mariner.  

 

OD (3) 1 Edwards' Ch Shanlimore Jesse James. Real quality dog, excellent overall balance, loved his 

head and expression and deep pigment. Good filling, sides almost flat with good depth. Strong neck 

with excellent shoulders, bone and feet. Broad chest with good length to back, correct tailset and 

quarters. Very good on the move both ways and an object lesson in presentation was the icing on 

the cake. Best Dog and BIS. 2 Kenyon and Ward's Ch Charibere Secret of Ours at Chezanna. Very 

worthy Champion with lots to like. Liked his head properties, clean through the neck and shoulders, 

very good bone and feet, though would prefer a shade more width in front. Has excellent body 

properties, good ribs, topline and quarters. Would have liked a little more body weight for complete 

balance. Moved well both ways. 3 Kenyon and Ward's Ch Charibere Solar Spirit at Chezanna.  

 

mpb (2) 1 Baverstock's Kalkasi Misty Height. Two raw puppies, he is very similar in type and in fact 

they are litter sisters. They both have lovely heads developing and their bodies are coming along on 

the correct lines. Both were a little unsteady on the move and in this class the winner scored behind. 

2 Sang's Kalkasi Misty Magic at Mizeka. She settled much better on the move in a subsequent class.  

 

PB (3) 1 Downes' Annwylci Merchhefydd. Tall and upstanding bitch , I would have liked a little more 

strength in head properties but she has time for this to improve. Very good bone and feet, deep 



body, correct topline and tail carriage. Outmoved the others at their first show. 2 Baverstock's 

Kalkasi Misty Height. 3 Sang's Kalkasi Misty Magic at Mizeka.  

 

JB (4) 1 Sang's Kalkasi Misty Magic at Mizeka. Liked her head and eye, providing for the correct 

expression. Excellent overall pigmentation. Good front assembly, bone and feet, which is where she 

scored over 2. Firm topline maintained on the move, where she was good both ways. 2 Flounders 

and Smith's Brulola Spirit of Angels for Lakamoni. Bitch with more substance than the winner, but 

found her a shade wide in front and inclined to lose her topline on the move. Felt if she shed a few 

pounds this would improve her outline and movement. 3 Baverstock's Kalkasi Eternal Spirit.  

 

MB (1) 1 Sang's Kalkasi Misty Magic at Mizeka. Had begun to gain confidence by this class and she 

gave a good account of herself here, particularly on the move.  

 

NB (2) 1 Sang's Kalkasi Misty Magic at Mizeka.  

 

PGB (4) 1 Sang's Kalkasi Destiny's Spirit at Mikeza. 2 Flounder and Smith's Brulola Spirit of Angels for 

Lakamoni. 3 Baverstock's Kalkasi Eternal Spirit.  

 

LB (4) 1 Edwards' Zalute Zeona via Shanlimore. Very balanced bitch who scores in head properties 

and pigmentation. Excellent front assembly with enough bone and excellent feet. Strong and 

balanced body with a good topline and excellent hindquarters. Outmoved the others in this class. 

Res Best Bitch. 2 Flounders' Sketrick Izzianette at Lakamoni. Taller framed bitch with excellent neck 

and shoulder, correct front assembly and just enough bone, good feet. She moved out well but 

without the enthusiasm of the winner. 3 Carlin's Rosemere Wandering Star.  

 

OB (1) 1 Pollard's Ch Gillandant Sugar and Spice. Beautiful and elegant, yet with the required 

substance and first rate head and pigment. Dark eye providing for correct expression. Good neck and 

shoulder, strong bone and feet. Deep body, steady on the move when settled, felt she would have 

preferred an outdoor ring. Best Bitch and BOS. 

 

Ernie Paterson 


